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FOREWORD
The Shuttle User Analysis (Study 2.2) Final Report is comprised
of four volumes, which are titled as follows:
Volume I	 -	 Executive Summary
Volume II	 -	 User Charge Analysis
Volume III	 -	 Business Risk and Value of Operations In
Space (BRAVO)
Part 1 - Summary
Part 2 - User's Manual
Part 3 - Workbook
Part 4 - Computer Programs and Data Look-Up
Volume IV	 -	 Standardized Subsystem Modules Analysis
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the Business Risk and Value of Operations
in Space (BRAVO) effort has been to develop, test, and document a tool
which is capable of answering questions of potential users of space systems
regarding:
1. Is a space system or terrestrial system better for a
particular application?
2. Which of two or more space systems is better for a
particular application?
The questions are turned into specific problem statements and quantitative
results obtained with the BRAVO tool.
The Final Report of the Business Risk and Value of Operations
Li Space (BRAVO) study consists of four parts. Part 1 summarizes the
study and contains useful background information emphasizing the philosophy
behind the analytica l. techniques. It describes the approached used in the•
study, the operation of the various analytical procedures, and the develop-
ment and testing of BRAVO in a general way. An overview of the BRAVO
procedure itself is liven in Section 2 of Part 2, the User's Manual.
Part 3 contains it series of worksheets, some or all of which may be
required to work each specific BRAVO problem. It is in-	 1 3 that, for
each problem, the user start with a clean set of the approh: late forms
front Part 3. The completed forms then become part of the record of
each analysis. Part 4 contains the computer program listings and addi-
tional data banks required to operate the BRAVO procedures.
NASA is interested in contacting potential future users of
space systems and responding to the questions and/or needs of these
potential STS customers. NASA's desire is to be able to respond rapidly
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with minimum expenditure. Typici 	 '"ers' cluestions and need y revolve
around differences in cost, schedule	 risk between planning the expan-
sion or product improvement for their r. oduct or service by utilization
of space systems. The question may be whether to use a space system
or a terrestrial system or the question may be which is the best of two
or inure space systems for the application. Valid answers are needed
using proven techniques.
The BRAVO approach brings the user closer to the analys
This advantage is thought to be unique. User inputs are used directly
in setting up the analysis problem. The output of the analysis is primarily
cost information and data which can be understood by most potential
space users. Therefore, little understanding of space systems per se
is required for the user to understand the study results. When the
potential user establishes the demand for a function or servic _ to be
performed, it is presumed to be described in a manner reflecting his
own assessments of the market for his particular products or services.
Therefore, the results of the analysis fit directly into the potential user's
planning and thinking. It is also quite possible that the techniques developed
for the BRAVO tool could be employed by a user directly to do an inde-
pendent analysis.
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2. DEFINITION OF BRAVO
The name BRAVO refers to an analytical tool comprised of
a very large data bank which has been organized icnd correlated so that
it can be applied to specific space systems and ground systems configured
to and rc•spunsive to users' needs. The procedures are designed to accept
user's-need type inputs, define space systems acid ground systems which
Will fulfill use rs' needs at comparable risks, and, finally, make economic
comparisons between the ground system and space system.
The BRAVO analyses are carried out by a procedure which
has been made routine. The full-blown procedure has nixie routine steps;
four of which are computer programs, and five of which are accomplished
using formalized check lists or manual calculation procedures. Three
additional steps have been identified and described which are required
to make up for imperfections in the user's description of his problem
and also to provide for interpretation of results. 'These latter three
steps are accomplished using similarity techniques (similar system
concept and data look-up) and applying systems engineering, judgment,
and experience.
The BRAVO tool fits problems best which can make use of
current technology or extensions of current technology. It also can be
adapted to applications requiring advanced technology when technology
studies are available or can be made which define the advanced technology
goals.
The BRAVO tool is intended for automated and manned satel-
lite systems. In its current form, the BRAVO tool works best on appli-
cation types of satellites intended for operation over a long period, i.e.
communication systems, navigation systems, weather and earth observa-
tion systems, and normal variations and combinations of these. Its
.' - 1
Aadaptability has been demonstrated by applying ti to a solar cell lower 	 3
satellite system of advanced design. The B o AVO tool also has been
tested by applying it to two communications satellite systems and an earth
observatioo system, each launched by the STS. Parallel studies were
or are being carried out by other organizations for each of these thre-
systems, thus providing; a means of checking; the BRAVO analysis results.
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j3. BRAVO APPROACH
The BRAVO tool considers the function of thc syeteiii, system
risk, arid system cost in making comparisons between ground systems
and space systems, or comparisons between two or more different space
systems. The approach taken in developing the tool is that u competing
ground system and a space system should have equal capability to perform
the function or service desired by the potential user if they are to be
compared. The risks also are made as nearly equal as possible between
the space system and the ground system to be compared. One way this
is accomplished is to configure the space system to have a risk equal
to the ground system or the user's specified risk (usually system outage
allowa,ice). With the STS as the space system latinch vehicle, the risk
associated with tiie system varies with satellite logistics (e.g., frequency
of launch), or --atellite reliability, or both. With the STS, the satellite
development risk also can be varied with changes in the development
approach and expenditure, although the latter is not as significant as the
outage problem(1).
When the capability and risk are equal, the system costs can
be compared using; economic analysis tc chniques.
The approach for development of BRAVO techniques includes
testing the analytical tool against other studies on the same user needs.
Reasonable agreement can be expected between two studies utilizing
different data batiks arid techniques if the inputs and ground rules art-
the same.
(1)	 Development programs have been funded historically at a level
consistent with their historical operating; success. It is the
historical operating success which is being represented in this
analysis.
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Ground rules for the BRAVO pro ► educes include the following:
1.	 The lowest cost approach for each system is utilized.
In order to -it complish this, the alterrwtive system
appruitchea are cur ►figurvd, costed, and c ompAred as
a part of the ruutine pros edure. For instance, in a
spf+cific application, if the analyst is r.ot sure whether
the ;owest cost approac h would inc ludo sr^re satellites
on orbit or not, bull ► alternatives would be analyzed and
the lowest cunt ipproa( h meeting system ruquiremer ► ts
would be chosen.
L.	 Unless the potential lrser specifies that it dedicated
systurn is r ►eeded, the analysis ► onsidt-rs shared system
capability : ► s well as dedicated systems for the application.
Again, the c hoice I,etvkeen the two is made on the basis
of rninirrPum cost.
3.	 It is assumed that the space systems to be analyzed
will be operating it tit , - sµrce transportation system
era, most likely i9,,5 or litter. Several pc-tential advan-
tages for space systems are foreseen for the STS era:
a. Sjuice system risks will be decreasing with the
STS capability
b. Space system buy-in cults may be- decreasing
C.	 Spitce system applications activity level has a
potential for increasing
d.	 Space system development lead times have a
potential for decreasing.
4.	 It is assumed that the user will accept payload designs
which follow design rules for STS payloads. Design
rules for STS payloads may be found in References 1,
2, and 3 and in Section 4. 3, Part 2, Volume III of this
report.
5.	 It is assumed in the economic analysis that no major
surprises occur. such as large -scale warfare or a
large-scale depression in the ecunomy.
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1. OPERATION OF BRAVO PROCEDURES
The detailed explanation of BRAVO procedures is contained
in the User l s Manual, Part 2 of this volume. In circler to accomplish
these analyses, personnel with certain skills are required. The two
lead personnel in the analysis are the space systems concept analyst
g rid the Kruur. 1 systems c uncept analyst. 'These analysts should have
broad technical backgrounds and considerable systems experience in
the apprupriate areas. They will both require the assistance of a systems
cost estimator, and for some problems may need on-call or consulting
help from specialists such as a telecommunicationb engineer, radar,
microwave or IR engineers, and computer program operators. For
the ground systems, manual calculator operator assistant-. • may be
required. Fur the space systems, personnel trained in the y IBNI APL
interactive computer program operation and on the CDC 7600, as well
as manual calculation assistance, are needed. The space system concept
analyst a.so will n A part-tine specific tasks accomplished by a satel-
lite design specialist, a cost estimator, and a reliability engineer.
An economist also will be helpful in interpreting; anti/or iterating th%-
results of the economic analysis comparisons.
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•5. s'rATUS OF ISPAVO DPN'ELOI I".IE%'r AND TESTING
The BRAVO capability it, sufficient to analyze w,)st normal
spa, a systents (meeting the limitauuns, i. a., automate-d, application-
tyl,, spaVe Syst(I ms, etc.) and com v iarable ground systen ► s when the user
specifies the mission equipment. The BRAVO capability developed to
date alsu includes synthesis of channel-type communications system
mission equipment where the user has not specified the mission equipment.
The mission equipment synthesis is accomplished with BRAVO procedures
using the potenti. ► 1 user needs as requirernents. Thi• 1111AVO calktbility
also includes the data for making estimates on earth observatiun satellite
mission equipment characteristics appropriate for systems in the 1980 -3.
The BRAVO tool has been tested by (1) applying it tt) futurt-
inte , .dtiunal communications satellites and comparing analyses with
th,)se of the Comsat Corporation, (2) applying it to a solar cell power
satellite of advanced design and comparing results with similar studies
by A. I). Little and associated contractors. Agreement was good in
both cases. The results of two other test cases will be known when the
contractor studies are completed and the studies compared. These
latter two test cases are ( 1) a BRAVO analysis of the same problem being
considered in the TRW studv on an STS-launched Defense Communication
Satellite System, DSCS-II, and (2) a BRAVO analysis of the Earth Observa-
tion Satellite system bring defined for the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) by throe contractors.
6. BRAVO OUTPUT AND ITS UTILITY
One type of question to be an4wered by a BRAVO analysis
is, "When is it worthwhile going further with the space application in
preference to the ground application to fulfill the user's needs?". The
following rules of thumb arc • based largely on judgment.
1. If the first comparison between the space system and
the ground system is close but not equal (on(- system
has an advantage of 20 percent to 100 percent), further
study- and another iteration on the analysis niay be useful,
particularly if technology, changes in operating mode,
or additional systems sharing can be identified which
could influence the comparison.
2. After an iteration (if necessary), whichever system
has a competitive advantage of approximately 20 per
cent or impro v ement ilk key economic parameters,
e.g. , peak it, i•2btedness or revenue required to make
the system profitable, would be considered the best
approach to take.
3. If the space system and ground system are about equal(within + 20 percent), then further study may be required
to optimize, defiite, and reassess the economic comparison.
The economic advantages or disadvantages can be measured
in mz any Bays at the end of an analysis. One method for presenting the
end result of a BRAVO analysis comparing a potential space application
with a terrestrial system is illustrated in Figure: 6- 1. The cumu ativc•
cash flow over th- i. wriod of installing and operating a particular system
to meet an expected demand measures the return to the user on his invest-
ment in terms of cumulative cash and also shows the peak deficit cash
flow encountered. Cash flow can be presented in either constant d(-llars
or current (inflated) dollars, or both.
CJ
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Figure 6-1. Cash Flow at Equa l Demand, Equal
Revenue, and Equal Risk
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Another type of question to be answered by a BRAVO analysis
is, "Considering several space systein concepts, which concept is the
most economical?". The results of a BRAVO analysis perfromed on the
DSC:S-11 communications satellite system will illustrate the BRAVO output
for selecting the most economical concept. The BRAVO problem was
formulated to comFare expendable satellite, ground refurbishable satellite,
and space serviceable satellite systems. The communications equipment
was specified as well as satellite orbits (four synchronous equatorial
satellitfrs), satellite type (three-axis stabilized designs), and minimum
satellite system availability (90 percent).
The results are shown in surnmary form in Table 6-1. Ail
launches are made with the Shuttle and full-capability Tug. Space servicing
was used to accomplish on-orbit satellite mail ' 2nance through removal
and replacement of one or more of the ten satellite modules. Satellites
are retrieved when failure occurs in the nnn-modular portion.
The results indicate a significant savings (30 percent of total
system costs) for the on-orbit service mode relative to expendable satellite
Operation.
Additional comparisons and tradeoffs were made in the analysis
which illustrate the versatility of the BRAVO capability.
1. The number of modules was varied from 5 to 20 with
insignificant effects on the system cost.
2. The effects of satellite wearout on the comparison
was tested and found to have a significant effect on the
number of launches and cost of the expendable satellite
system.
3. The effect of increased t tellite component redundancy
was tested and found to ha	 relatively small effects
on the comparison.
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4. Dual-spin satellite design approaches were tested operating
with ground refurbishment. Again, significant savings
(approximately W percent relative to three-axis exp,-nd-
able satellites) are shown.
5. Three satellite systems were, compared with four satel-
lite systems. The availability for the space serviceable
Mode decreased from 0. 999 to 0. 93 (see Table 6- 1)
but still met the 0.90 requirement. The systein Gusts
were reduced by nine percent.
Thus, the BRAVO analysis results in not only system compari-
sons, but in tradeoff data needed for optimizing STS-supported satellite
system concepts.
J
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